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Ray ban india return policy

Contact Ray-Ban India: Find below details on the care of Ray-Ban India customers, including phone and address. In addition to contact details, the site also provides information about Ray-Ban services and products. Reach Ray-Ban's concern for customers for complaints/questions or feedback on Ray-Ban products, store locations,
warranty or others. Ray-Ban India Head Office Rayban Sun Optis India 7th Floor Dlf Building No 9B Phase III Cybercity Gurgaon 122002, Haryana ,India Ray-Ban India Customer Care Phone: 0124 4545600 Ray-Ban Store Locations To locate Ray-Ban stores across India, click here. About Ray-Ban India RayBan Sun Optics India Limited
is engaged in the production and trading of optical frames and sunglasses under the brand name Ray-Ban mainly in India. The company was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in Gurgaon, India. RayBan Sun Optics India Limited is a subsidiary of Luxottica U.S. Holdings Corp. They are sellers of famous sunglasses for pilots. Aviator
sunglasses are a special style of sun shades developed by lens maker Bausch &amp; lomb, which are sold under the Ray-Ban brand. They are characterised by dark lenses having a surface of two or three fold of the eye ball, and thin metal frames with a double or triple bridge and bayonet ears or flexible cable temples stuck to the ears.
The original design has g-15 tempered glass lenses, i.e. neutral gray. Large lenses are not flat, but slightly convex. In India, they became a stylistic statement after Bollywood actor Salman Khan sported them in dabang and his end. The other sunglasses they sell are popular travelers, Jackie oh and the club master. They also sell very
attractive and colorful sunglasses for children. Most sunglasses that Ray-Ban polarizes reduces glare. They are also sellers of correction glasses with different frames that are trendy and elegant. Frames were classified into the following categories: Active Lifestyle, Highstreet, Tech and Icon. Intensive and rigorous research and
development have resulted in lenses that provide clarity and comfort and are very durable. Innovation Lab gave birth to the following frames. Memoray Frames : They say they tolerate all kinds of abuse. Flexibility is their specialty. They are also light, strong and comfortable. Carbon fiber frames : Known for its lightweight and strong, are a
new trend. They also stand apart from other frames due to the fact that they are not welded so that they can withstand the life time of opening and closing without breaking. Light Beams Frames : Lighter are thin and stronger . Because nickel is nickel-free, these frames are hypoalygenous. Exclusive monoblock hinges are designed without
screws giving users a joyous opportunity to say goodbye to the loose screws. Lite force Frames : Lite force frames feature thermoplastic polymer, treated at high temperature, Ray-Ban pioneered in its use in the manufacture of eye-worn. Titanium frame : These frames are hypoallergenic, light and strong. For more information, look for ray-
ban customers. In these unprecedented times, Luxottica has taken extensive measures to ensure the safety of its employees and their families. We are determined to maintain the same level of trust between our customers. Today, our facilities around the world, including our warehouses, laboratories and manufacturing facilities, operate
with tightened cleaning and safety protocols and following strict social distance norms. In India, the company strives to comply with safety and health guidelines issued by the Government of India and local administrative authorities. We have also maintained sufficient inventory levels to meet your requirements despite the slowdown in
production. 2.Can COVID-19 pass through the eyes?  Current research is still under way, suggesting that the possibility of spreading the virus through the eyes is possible, but rare. Studies have found only a small amount of the virus in the tears of infected individuals. That said, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), you should take all necessary precautions not to touch your eyes. 3.Do glasses help protect you from COVID-19? While glasses can potentially provide some protection against COVID-19, this protection is limited to the protective area of the eye. The virus can still reach your eyes with exposed sides, peaks and bottoms of your
glasses. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), you must take all necessary precautions to avoid touching your eyes. 4.How are the glasses cleaned/sanised? Clinical solution, for example (0.5%) Hydrogen Peroxide solution in total water with significant contact time is used to rehabilitate each product at the
time of packaging before it is ready for shipment. 5.How do I clean my glasses during this period? COVID-19 is expected to remain for hours or days on some materials. Therefore, it is recommended to clean the glasses regularly. A standard hand spray or glasses containing detergent must be effective in removing potentially harmful
microbes. The use of antibacterial products, such as hand-held products or household cleaning spray for cleaning glasses, is not recommended. This is because they probably contain alcohol or chemicals that could damage the surface of the lens of your glasses. 6.Are your online delivery safe to open?  When you shop online, you avoid
close contact with people. Your good is our primary concern and here's everything we're doing to keep our community safe. We advise and train all our delivery partners with the correct sanitation and social distancer norms. In order to ensure safe delivery, you can opt for pointless delivery in all prepaid orders. You will receive a call before
delivering a package to reduce the risk of transferring a person to both you and the delivery executive. The frequency of cleaning and disinfection of our warehouses and other facilities has increased. In order to maintain hygiene, we provide strict protocols of frequent hand sanitation or washing. All our employees are equipped with masks
and are trained for various best respiratory hygiene practices and covid-19 related facts. According to medical protocol, we carry out regular thermal screening for all employees in operating centres and workplaces. 7.Why cod orders are not accepted? As an additional precaution to reduce contact, our CEO will not accept cash/cards upon
delivery. It is mandatory to make an advance payment during the award of an order through any of the following payment options – Visa, Mastercard, Maestro, American Express, PayTM, PayU and Amex. 8.Should I expect delays in deliveries due to the Covid-19 emergency? Our courier service partners use their logistics network to
reduce the effects of services so that we can continue to provide the best possible service to our customer. There may be a delay in delivery, as we will reserve the guidance of local administrations in each region we operate in and ensure the safety of all those involved. Thank you for your cooperation. Find free access to us for all find on
08030178409 or send us support@india.ray-ban.com Back to the Top Genuine since 1937 – Originally developed for military use, the iconic G-15 and B-15 offer optimal levels of clarity, comfort and protection. The legend collection combines retro chic with modern innovation, offering three original vintage colors. In line with the latest
trends, these lenses come in a wide range of exciting colors for the unique appearance of Ray-Ban ® Simple gradient lenses are characterized by a smooth transition from solid color to transparent shade of the same tone; Ray-Ban ® are produced using patented technology to create a two-color combination for two-tone faded; Ray-Ban ®
also offers a selection of mirrored gradient lenses that combine a reflective cooling of the mirror coating and the sophisticated faded effect of gradient lenses. The advanced technological process for mirroring overcouffed further reduces light transmission and glare for even greater visual comfort. It reflects your unique take on style! Ray-
Ban® polarized lenses not only reduce reflections, but also enhance contrast, improve visual clarity and reduce eye strain. All Ray-Ban® polarized lenses wear a distinctive P next to the Ray-Ban logo® on the right lens and are treated with an Anti-Reflective coating. 2. Is it to buy corrective lenses with the Ray-Ban logo on them? It is
currently not possible to customize Ray-Ban sunglasses with a corrective lens printed with our logo. The innovation of new products &amp; models is a priority for Ray-Ban, so this is possible in the future. Back to the top If you have an old pair of glasses that look good, you can easily use the measurement data that is stamped on them.
Usually the information you need is on one of your hands or inside the bridge. The measurements may not be accurate, but the closer they are to the glasses, the more new they will look similar to your face. The front measurement shall include the diameter of the lens and the width of the bridge, measured in millimetres and usually
separated by a small memory or rectangle (e.g. 50 - 22). The lens diameter is the width of the lens measured from the bridge and the width of the bridge is the distance between the lenses above the nose as shown in the figure below. Sometimes there is also a vertical measurement of the lens and the length of the hands. To determine
the correct size of Ray-Ban sunglasses you need the width of a bridge that determines how the glasses rest on your nose. But the diameter of the lens is a choice and is an indication of how the glasses will appear on your face. 6.There is an error in my order, can I cancel it? Mistakes happen and we want you to be satisfied with your
command. You can also cancel an order only if the product is not invoiced, that is, that the product status of that order is not marked as Weaned in the My Accounts section. After you have shied from the warehouse, you can request a refund, not cancel. Simply go to the section under My Account. There you will find an existing order with
the option to cancel. Because of your easy use, we'll keep existing canceled order details that you want to re-order or modify. Keep in mind that your security is important to us, so your stored information will never include your payment information. 7. How do I contact Ray-Ban Customer Service? Contacting The Ray-Ban Customer
Service is very simple: You can use the form in the Contact Us website section (you can find it in the footer). You can call us on 08030178409, Monday to Saturday 9pm - 19.00 (IST), Sunday: 10.00 - 17.00 (IST) or send us an email to Support@India.Ray-Ban.com Back to the Top
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